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It is well documented that the quality and quantity of prior sleep influence future sleep. For instance, noctur-
nal sleep restriction leads to an increase in slow wave sleep (SWS) (i.e. SWS rebound) during a subsequent
sleep period. However, few studies have examined how prior napping affects daytime sleep architecture. Be-
cause daytime naps are recommended for management of disrupted sleep, understanding the impact of nap-
ping on subsequent sleep may be important. We monitored sleep–wake patterns for one week with
actigraphy followed by a 75-minute polysomnographically-recorded nap. We found that greater nap fre-
quency was correlated with increased Stage 1 and decreased SWS. We categorized subjects based on nap fre-
quency during the prior week (0 nap, 1 to 2 naps, and 3 to 4 naps) and found differences in Stage 1, Stage 2,
and SWS between groups. Subjects who took no naps had the greatest amount of SWS, those who took 1 to 2
naps had the most Stage 2 sleep, and those who took 3 to 4 naps had the most Stage 1. While correlations
were not found between nap frequency and nocturnal sleep measures, frequent napping was associated
with increased subjective sleepiness. Therefore, frequent napping appears to be associated with lighter day-
time sleep and increased sleepiness during the day. Speculatively, low levels of daytime sleepiness and in-
creased SWS in non-nappers may help explain why these individuals choose not to nap.

© 2012 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The relationship between prior sleep and sleep architecture is well
studied and has important implications for nocturnal sleep. The two-
process model of sleep regulation examines this relationship in the
interaction between circadian and homeostatic processes [1]. The cir-
cadian Process (C) is an endogenous, clocklike mechanism whereas
the homeostatic Process (S) is a function of waking and prior sleep.
The time course of S is derived from EEG slow-wave activity (SWA,
spectral power in the 0.75–4.5 Hz range), which increases during
waking and dissipates during sleep [1–3]. For example, following re-
peated partial sleep deprivation, SWA in non-REM sleep increased
by approximately 20% and decreased immediately after one recovery
night [4]. Additionally, SWA during nighttime sleep is diminished fol-
lowing an early evening nap rich in slow wave sleep (SWS) [5]. Given
the close relationship between prior sleep–wake activity and noctur-
nal sleep architecture, it is logical that this relationship would extend
to daytime sleep. Indeed, one study examined naps after varied
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amounts of prior wakefulness, and found that power spectra in the
theta (4–7 Hz) and delta (1–4 Hz) frequencies increased as a function
of the duration of prior wakefulness [6].

Prior studies examining the effects of habitual napping on both
daytime and nighttime sleep provide evidence that frequent napping
alters sleep architecture. However, these studies used short naps
(20–40 min), which curtailed the ability to determine the effect of
prior napping on SWS and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. Longer
sleep periods (60–90 min) are required to complete a full sleep cycle.
Also, the definition of what constitutes a habitual napper is inconsis-
tent across studies and difficult to classify over a short period of time
(please see [7] for a review of habitual napper definitions). No studies
have used an objective measurement (i.e. actigraphy) of nap behav-
ior, and only one study used naps subjectively reported in daily dia-
ries to categorize habitual and non-habitual nappers [8]. Evans and
colleagues found that appetitive nappers, those who reported nap-
ping for pleasure at least once a week, had more Stage 1 and more
stage changes fluctuating through light sleep stages during a 40 mi-
nute nap compared with replacement and non-habitual nappers [9].
Milner and colleagues defined a habitual napper as someone who
reported napping “once or twice a week” or “every day” on a napping
behavior survey [10]. In their study, habitual nappers displayed some
differences in sleep architecture during a short, 20-min nap, specifi-
cally higher theta, alpha, beta, and delta power, and reported being
more refreshed post-nap than non-habitual nappers. No sleep stage
differences were found in this study, most likely due to using a
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Table 1
PSG-recorded experimental naps and correlations with nap frequency.

Minutes r p Percent r p

TST 74.2 (11.3) 0.064 0.75 – – –

Stage 1 4.6 (5.5) 0.464⁎ 0.015 6.1 (7.2) 0.449⁎ 0.019
Stage 2 31.7 (8.3) 0.210 0.29 43.2 (11.0) 0.185 0.36
SWS 25.9 (13.2) −0.448⁎ 0.019 34.9 (16.3) −0.491⁎⁎ 0.009
REM 12.0 (10.7) 0.221 0.29 15.8 (13.8) 0.199 0.32
Sleep efficiency – – – 81.8 (8.8) −0.014 0.95

Displays are means (standard deviations). Statistics report Pearson's r and p-values for
correlations between number of prior naps and experimental nap sleep variables. TST,
total sleep time; SWS, slow wave sleep; REM, rapid eye movement.

⁎ Indicates pb .05.
⁎⁎ Indicates pb .01.
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brief, 20-minute nap duration. Additionally, Dinges found habitual
nappers had more Stage 1 and more transitions between stages dur-
ing a short daytime nap, suggesting a lighter nap that resulted in
less sleep inertia upon waking compared to non-habitual nappers
[11]. Johnston et al. defined habitual nappers based on nap behavior
reported in daily diaries — middle-aged women who recorded at
least one nap during a five-day study were considered habitual
nappers [8]. Regarding nighttime sleep, they found no differences in
nocturnal sleep architecture, mean sleep efficiency (SE), or total
sleep time (TST) between habitual and non-habitual nappers. None-
theless, these nappers reported more daytime sleepiness, suggesting
that habitual nap behavior may be a reflection of greater daytime
sleepiness. In summary, differences in nap sleep architecture appear
to exist between nappers and non-nappers, where nappers remain
in lighter sleep stages, compared with non-nappers.

The aim of the present study is to examine how the number of naps
taken during a seven-day period affects the sleep architecture of a
polysomnographically-recorded daytime nap. Using two measures
of daytime sleep (i.e. actigraphy and sleep diaries), we correlated nap
frequency and minutes of napping with sleep architecture. We
predicted a positive, linear relationship between nap frequency and
lighter stages of sleep, such that people who napped more often had
more Stage 1 and Stage 2 sleep and less SWS during a daytime nap.
We examined nocturnal sleep from a week prior to the experimental
nap, to examine how nap frequency affects subsequent nocturnal
sleep andhownocturnal sleep affects subsequent daytimenap architec-
ture in our sample. Following from Johnston et al. [8], we predicted
greater nap frequency would be associated with increased daytime
sleepiness, but not with nocturnal sleep variables.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

A total of 27 healthy, non-smoking university students between
the ages of 18 and 35 gave informed consent to participate in the ex-
periment, which was approved by the University of California, San
Diego Human Research Protections Program. Exclusionary criteria in-
cluded: a) not having a regular sleep–wake schedule (defined as ha-
bitually spending 7–9 h of time in bed (TIB) per night); b) having a
sleep disorder. Sleep disorders were screened by interviewing the
subject at the first meeting and asking about potential symptoms of
insomnia, apnea, narcolepsy, restless leg syndrome/periodic leg
movements; c) any personal or immediate family (i.e., first degree
relative) history of diagnosed significant psychopathology; d) per-
sonal history of head injury with loss of consciousness greater than
2 min or seizures; e) history of substance dependence; f) current
use of any psychotropic medications; and g) any cardiac, respiratory
or other medical condition which may affect metabolism. Subjects re-
ceived an orientation to the study a week prior to the study day. At
this time, they completed the Epworth Sleepiness Scale (ESS) and
Horne–Ostberg Morningness–Eveningness Questionnaire (MEQ). The
ESS assesses trait daytime sleepiness [12]. The MEQ evaluates circadian
phase preference for morningness or eveningness [13]. Subjects were
asked to refrain from caffeine, alcohol, and all stimulants for 24 h prior
to and including the study day. Heavy caffeine users (greater than 3
servings/day) were not enrolled to minimize the chance of significant
withdrawal symptoms. Average caffeine consumption by our subjects
was 0.5 servings of coffee or tea per day.

2.2. Actigraphy and prior sleep

Subjects were asked to maintain their usual sleep–wake schedule
(7–9 h TIB/night) the week prior to the study. There was no sugges-
tion that the subjects should avoid or engage in napping. Subjects
filled out sleep diaries and wore actigraph wristwatches (Actiwatch-
64, Respironics) as subjective and objective measures of sleep–wake
activity, respectively. All of the naps self-reported in sleep diaries
were verified by actigraphy, which has been validated to reliably pre-
dict TST, SE, and sleep latency (SL) of daytime naps [14]. Actigraphy
data were scored using Respironics Actiware version 5.52.003 soft-
ware. Rest intervals were manually created based on event markers
and sleep diaries. Sleep intervals were determined by the software's
“immobile minutes sleep interval” detection algorithm. Prior sleep
variables examined from these actigraphy data were Bedtime, Wake
Time, TST, sleep latency (SL), wake after sleep onset (WASO), and
SE for both nocturnal sleep and naps.

2.3. Protocol

On the experimental day, subjects reported to the Laboratory for
Sleep and Behavioral Neuroscience at the San Diego Veterans Affairs
Medical Center at 09:00. Subjective sleepiness was measured with
the Karolinska Sleepiness Scale (KSS) at 09:00 (KSS1), 11:00 (KSS2),
16:30 (KSS3), and 18:30 (KSS4). The KSS assesses subjects' momen-
tary state of alertness/sleepiness [15]. At 12:30, electrodes were ap-
plied for standard polysomnographic recording. Subjects were in
bed by 13:30 and allowed to nap for a maximum of 90 min, but
given no more than 120 min in bed. The mean nap sleep time was
74 min and the range of nap total sleep time (TSTnap) was 38 to
90 min (Table 1). All subjects napped at the same time of the day to
control for circadian influences on sleep architecture.

2.4. Polysomnography

All PSG data were collected using Astro-Med Grass Heritage Model
15 amplifiers with Grass Gamma software. Scalp EEG and EOG elec-
trodes were referenced to unlinked opposite mastoids (C3/A2, O1/A2,
C4/A1, O2/A1, LOC/A2 and ROC/A1) and submental muscle tone EMGs
were attached under the chin. The high pass filters were set at 0.3 Hz,
and the low pass filters at 100 Hz for all EEGs and EOGs. A 60 Hz
notch filter was also utilized to reduce potential background noise. At
the beginning of each recording, an internal 50 μV calibration signal
was generated followed by impedance checks and biocalibrations. EEG
data were digitized at a sampling rate of 256 Hz and visually scored in
30-second epochs according to Rechtschaffen and Kales sleep staging
criteria [16]. The variables examined from these PSG data were: mi-
nutes and percentage of Stage 1nap, Stage 2nap, SWSnap, and REMnap;
also, TSTnap and SEnap.

2.5. Statistical analyses

Pearson correlations were used to examine the relationship be-
tween the number (self-reported in diaries) and minutes (from
actigraphy) of naps taken the prior week and minutes and percent of
sleep stages during the experimental nap. We also correlated the num-
ber and minutes of naps with actigraphic nocturnal sleep variables
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averaged across the week prior to see if daytime napping influences
nocturnal sleep. To examine the relationship between nap frequency,
chronotype, and daytime sleepiness, we correlated the number of
prior napswithMEQ, ESS and each occasion of KSS scores.We also con-
ducted one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) of each aforementioned
dependent variable comparing groups based on the number of prior
naps reported in sleep diaries: 0 nap (n=9), 1 to 2 naps (n=11), and
3 to 4 naps (n=7), with post-hoc t-tests to look at specific group
differences.
3. Results

3.1. Experimental nap (Table 1)

We correlated the number of naps taken the prior week (reported
in sleep diaries) and minutes and percentage of sleep stages in the ex-
perimental nap. We found that number of naps was positively corre-
lated with minutes and percentage of Stage 1nap (minutes: r=0.464,
p=0.015; percent: r=0.449, p=0.019) and negatively correlated
with minutes and percentage of SWSnap (minutes: r=−0.448,
p=0.019; percent: r=−0.491, p=0.009) in the experimental nap
(Fig. 1). Number of naps was not significantly correlated with mi-
nutes or percentage of Stage 2nap, REMnap, TSTnap, or SEnap. Total mi-
nutes of prior naps (calculated from actigraphy) were not correlated
with any experimental nap sleep variable.

One-way ANOVA with nap frequency groups as the independent
variable (0 nap, 1–2 naps, 3–4 naps) found significant differences in
minutes of Stage 1nap (F2,24=3.77, p=0.04, partial eta2=0.24) and
marginal differences in percentage of Stage 1nap (F2,24=3.28,
p=0.06, partial eta2=0.22). Subjects who took 3–4 naps the
week prior had more Stage 1nap (minutes: t(14)=2.48, p=0.03,
r=0.55; percent: t(14)=2.28, p=0.04, r=0.52) than those who
took 0 nap. There were differences in percentage of Stage 2nap

(F2,24=5.65, p=0.01, partial eta2=0.32), and marginal differences
in minutes of Stage 2nap (F2,24=3.04, p=0.07, partial eta2=0.20).
Subjects who took 1–2 naps the week prior had a greater percentage
of Stage 2nap than those who took 0 nap (t(18)=3.10, p=0.006,
r=0.59) or 3–4 naps (t(16)=2.10, p=0.05, r=0.46). Additionally,
there were significant differences in minutes and percentage of
SWSnap (minutes: F2,24=3.74, p=0.04, partial eta2=0.24; percent:
F2,24=4.77, p=0.02, partial eta2=0.29), such that subjects who
took 0 nap the week prior had significantly more SWSnap than
Fig. 1. Correlation between the number of naps taken during one week and sleep archi-
tecture. There were significant correlations between number of naps and percentage of
Stage 1nap (r=0.449, p=0.019) and SWSnap (r=−0.491, p=0.009) in the PSG-
recorded nap.
those who took 1–2 naps (minutes: t(18)=2.23, p=0.04, r=0.47;
percent: t(18)=2.35, p=0.03, r=0.48) or 3–4 naps (minutes:
t(14)=2.33, p=0.04, r=0.53; percent: t(14)=2.65, p=0.02,
r=0.58). Like the overall sample, there were no group differences
in minutes or percentage of REMnap, TSTnap, or SEnap based on nap
frequency. These results are summarized in Fig. 2.

3.2. Prior sleep (Table 2)

We examined naps reported in sleep diaries and recorded by
actigraphy. Eighteen participants took at least one nap the week
prior (range: 1–4 naps). On average, these naps occurred between
17:02 (±2:08) and 18:10 (±2:07), with an average TST of 56.6
(±22.7) minutes. There were no differences in nap duration or
timing between participants who took 1–2 naps and those who
took 3–4 naps during the week.

Although naps are anecdotally asserted to affect nocturnal sleep,
nap frequency did not interfere with nocturnal sleep, nor did prior
nocturnal sleep affect nap sleep architecture. We correlated the num-
ber and minutes of naps during the week with nocturnal sleep vari-
ables, however no significant relationships were found. One-way
ANOVA did not find any differences in nocturnal sleep based on nap
frequency groupings (0 nap, 1–2 naps, 3–4 naps). Additionally,
there were no correlations between nocturnal sleep variables and mi-
nutes or percentage of sleep stages in the experimental nap.

3.3. Morningness–eveningness and subjective sleepiness (Table 3)

There was no correlation between prior napping and chronotype
as measured by the MEQ. We also examined trait (ESS) and state
(KSS) measures of subjective sleepiness. Number of naps was corre-
lated with ESS scores (r=0.425, p=0.02), such that an increase in
nap frequency was associated with greater trait sleepiness. We exam-
ined KSS scores at four time points across the day. The experimental
nap alleviated sleepiness across all subjects, indicated by significantly
lower scores at 14:30 (KSS3, t(26)=5.91, pb0.001, r=0.76) and
16:30 (KSS4, t(26)=4.10, pb0.001, r=0.63) compared to pre-nap,
KSS2 at 11:00. Number of naps was correlated with increased sleepi-
ness at 11:00 (KSS2, r=0.36, p=0.06), and 18:30 (KSS4, r=0.41,
p=0.03). One-way ANOVA found group differences on the ESS
(F2,24=3.49, p=0.05, partial eta2=0.23) and KSS2 (pre-nap)
(F2,24=4.24, p=0.03, partial eta2=0.26) based on nap frequency.
Participants who took 3–4 naps reported more sleepiness on the
ESS than those who took 0 nap (t(14)=2.67, p=0.02, r=0.58). Sim-
ilarly, participants who napped during the week reported greater
state sleepiness prior to the experimental nap compared to those
who did not nap (KSS2, 1–2 naps: t(18)=2.61, p=0.02, r=0.52;
3–4 naps: t(14)=2.39, p=0.03, r=0.54).

4. Discussion

Our results show that frequent napping is associated with system-
atic differences in daytime sleep architecture in our university stu-
dent population. Specifically, the more individuals nap during a
week, the greater the amount of Stage 1 and Stage 2 sleep and the
less SWS in their naps. Napping did not have a gross effect on noctur-
nal sleep (as measured by actigraphy), and conversely, nocturnal
sleep did not affect nap sleep architecture. However, nap frequency
was positively correlated with subjective sleepiness, such that partic-
ipants who took more naps during one week reported higher levels of
trait and state sleepiness.

The current findings avoid categorical definitions of habitual nap-
ping and demonstrate a dose-dependent effect of naps on sleep archi-
tecture. Consistent with the two-process model of sleep regulation in
which the amount of SWS during a sleep episode is a function of prior
sleep and wake [1], these results suggest a relationship between prior
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Fig. 2. Experimental naps from polysomnography. Percentage of each sleep stage during a PSG-recorded daytime nap based on nap frequency.
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napping and amount of SWS during a daytime nap. Similar to studies
showing that a nap will decrease the amount of SWA in subsequent
nocturnal sleep [5], here napping across one week decreased the
amount of SWS in a subsequent nap. Although prior nocturnal sleep
can affect the architecture of daytime sleep, nocturnal sleep variables
were not associated with any daytime nap architecture differences,
isolating nap frequency as the prior sleep variable associated with
this effect.

Secondary analyses used nap frequency bins to examine the data
in a categorical fashion, similar to prior studies, while still retaining
information about how many naps were actually taken. The group
analyses show the same effects for Stage 1 and SWS as the correla-
tional analyses. The correlational approach did not find a significant
relationship between nap frequency and Stage 2 sleep. However, as
seen in Fig. 2, this is because there is a quadratic relationship between
nap frequency and Stage 2 sleep, where subjects in the 1–2 nap fre-
quency bin had significantly more Stage 2 sleep than subjects who
took 3–4 naps or subjects who took zero naps. Within NREM sleep,
these data show a progression from deep sleep to lighter and lighter
stages of sleep based on nap frequency — people who did not nap
the week prior had the highest amount of SWS, people who took
1–2 naps had the most Stage 2, and people who napped the most
(3–4 naps) had the most Stage 1 sleep.

We further examined the influence of nap frequency by determin-
ing its effect on nocturnal sleep, chronotype, and subjective sleepi-
ness. Consistent with several studies showing that daytime napping
does not have a detrimental effect on nocturnal sleep [17,18], we
found no correlation between the number or duration of naps and
Table 2
Relationship between nap frequency and nocturnal sleep.

Mean (SD) rnum pnum rmin pnum

Bedtime 01:14 (0:55) 0.289 0.16 0.294 0.27
Wake time 08:44 (0:53) 0.221 0.29 0.289 0.28
TST (min) 366.6 (40.0) −0.088 0.68 −0.071 0.79
Sleep latency (min) 14.6 (7.6) −0.036 0.86 0.175 0.52
WASO (min) 64.7 (19.0) 0.223 0.29 0.044 0.87
Sleep efficiency (min) 83.2 (4.19) −0.237 0.25 −0.053 0.84

Statistics report Pearson's r and p-values for correlations between number of prior naps
(rnum, pnum), total minutes of prior naps (rmin, pmin) and nocturnal sleep variables. TST,
total sleep time; WASO, wake after sleep onset.
nocturnal sleep variables collected from actigraphy. Additionally,
there were no group differences in nocturnal sleep based on nap fre-
quency. One limitation of this study is that we do not have PSG re-
cordings from nighttime sleep, and cannot consider the effect of nap
frequency on specific sleep stages. It is possible that napping could
decrease SWA and show a compensatory increase in Stage 2 sleep
without showing differences in total sleep time [5]. Further studies
are required to specifically answer this question. Additionally, al-
though prior studies have associated napping with evening circadian
preference [19,20], our subjects showed no morning or evening-type
tendencies based on prior napping. Similar to Johnston et al., nap fre-
quency was associated with increased subjective sleepiness, both trait
(ESS) and state (KSS2, KSS4) measures. One way to interpret the fluc-
tuations in state sleepiness across the day is to consider the temporal
similarities between KSS1 and KSS3, as well as between KSS2 and
KSS4. KSS1 and KSS3 were both taken about 1.5 h after waking from
nighttime and daytime sleep, respectively. KSS2 and KSS4, which
were positively correlated with nap frequency, were both taken about
3 h after waking from these respective sleep periods. These results sug-
gest that people who nap frequently have higher levels of sleepiness
during the day, and may be using naps to alleviate this sleepiness.

Why did increased sleepiness in individuals who napped more
frequently not result in increased SWS during the experimental
nap? One possible explanation is that sleepiness and sleep pressure
follow different regulatory mechanisms. Cajochen and colleagues ex-
amined frontal low EEG activity (1–7 Hz), core body temperature
(CBT), and KSS scores as measures of sleep pressure, circadian
Table 3
Nap frequency correlations with chronotype and subjective sleepiness.

Scores Mean (SD) r p

MEQ 44.04 (7.22) −0.094 0.64
ESS 8.96 (2.97) 0.425⁎ 0.027
KSS1 (9:00) 3.96 (1.34) −0.048 0.81
KSS2 (11:00) 4.67 (1.59) 0.366 0.060
KSS3 (16:30) 2.96 (1.45) 0.339 0.084
KSS4 (18:30) 3.63 (1.31) 0.418⁎ 0.030

Statistics report Pearson's r and p-values for correlations between number of prior naps
and scores. MEQ, Morningness–Eveningness Questionnaire; ESS, Epworth Sleepiness
Scale; KSS, Karolinska Sleepiness Scale.

⁎ Indicates pb .05.
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rhythm, and subjective sleepiness, respectively [21]. They found that
frontal low EEG, measuring sleep pressure, was regulated by sleep–
wake-dependent homeostasis. In contrast, modulation of subjective
sleepiness levels was strongly circadian, as measured by CBT, even
under very low homeostatic pressure. In other words, sleep pressure
and subjective sleepiness appear to be dissociated, whereby subjec-
tive sleepiness follows circadian fluctuations and sleep pressure is a
reflection of the homeostatic process. Together with these results,
the increased sleepiness in habitual nappers, shown here and by
others [8] may be related to a vulnerability to circadian fluctuations
that is independent of homeostatic sleep pressure. Increased sleepi-
ness would therefore result in increased napping, instead of increased
SWS.

The effects of napping on daytime sleep architecture shown here
may help us understand the development of napping behavior. Napping
has been shown to be an effective tool for managing sleep deprivation
and dysrhythmia brought about by chronic or acute circadian disrup-
tion [22]. The negative physical and psychological symptoms of
disrupted sleep are improved by naps during the day or nightshifts
[23–27]. Additionally, in healthy, well-rested subjects, napping has
been shown to improve performance across a range of memory tasks
[28–35]. Despite these benefits of napping,many people do not nap. An-
ecdotally, the three most-cited reasons non-nappers in our lab avoided
daytime sleep include: 1) they are not tired, 2) insufficient time, or 3)
they wake up confused or groggy. Although this is a correlational
study and any causal inference is amatter of speculation, the present re-
sults suggest two possible pathways that may drive nap behavior in in-
dividuals who choose to nap compared to those who do not. First,
individuals may be more inclined to avoid napping due to high levels
of SWS that produce unpleasant after-effects. Prior studies have
established a link between awakening from SWS or total SWS minutes
and the presence of these aversive symptoms, called sleep inertia [36].
Additionally, non-nappers also report that they are not tired and do
not need to nap, which informs the second pathway. Individuals who
choose to napmay generally be sleepier people as evinced by our corre-
lations between nap frequency and subjective sleepiness. Hayashi and
colleagues [37] examined short daytime naps that contained mostly
Stage 1 and 2 sleep, and found that these sleep stages are responsible
for the recuperative alerting effects of daytime naps. Just as napping is
often prescribed as treatment for poor sleep in shift workers or people
with narcolepsy [38], individuals who frequently nap may generally
be sleepier people who are self-treating their sleepiness with daytime
naps. Intriguingly, Milner and Cote [7] also suggest that individuals
who nap regularly might be predisposed to be good daytime nappers,
or they have learned to become skilled nappers through practice. Future
studies should consider the possibility of nap practice or nap training to
maximize the benefits of napping, and examine how systematic differ-
ences in sleep architecture associated with nap behavior may influence
changes in performance following a nap.
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